
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Is CropLife buying influence ? 
 
MOCK MEDIA RELEASE 
For Immediate Release 
November 15, 2013 
 
OTTAWA  ―  CropLife named long time Conservative MP Ted Menzies as its new President and CEO. 
 
« Is the pesticide industry attempting to influence a pending decision on the future of bee-killing 
pesticides or is it a coincidence ? » asked John Bennett, who is feigning mock-outrage as the lunatic-
leader of Sierra Club, an anti-pesticide and environmental-terrorist organization. 
 
On his first day at work with CropLife, Mr. Ted Menzies made the Sierra-lunatics poop in their pants ! 
 
It is ironical that Sierra-lunatics like Bennett express mock-outrage but fail to tell the public that they benefit 
from safe, secure, well-paying jobs at the expense of the businesses they have destroyed because of their 
acts of anti-pesticide subversion. 
 
Mr. Menzies’ appointment as President and CEO of CropLife Canada is the best thing to happen to the 
agriculture industry and the professional lawn care industry. 
 
CropLife Canada is the trade association representing manufacturers, developers and distributors of pest 
control products, including those designed specifically for urban and agricultural use. 
 
CropLife Canada has opposed the reckless prohibition against pest control products used by the agriculture 
industry and the professional lawn care industry. 
 
Mr. Menzies will not buy influence for CropLife, but he will effectively stop the Sierra-lunatics, which is why 
they are so worried, and they poop and soil their pants. 
 
Why must Sierra Club be stopped ? 
 
Through its use of illegal partisan political interference and fraudulent lies, Sierra Club became a prominent 
architect in the conspiracy to impose reckless prohibition against pest control products. 
 
Because of its subversive anti-pesticide conspiracies, Sierra Club destroyed businesses operating in the 
professional lawn care industry. 
 
Lunatics are people whose actions and manner are marked by extreme recklessness such as the arbitrary 
imposition of anti-pesticide prohibition.  
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Sierra Club has now recklessly targeted the agriculture industry for annihilation under the pretext that bee-
keepers have experienced losses because of neonicotinoid insecticides. 
 
If prohibition is recklessly imposed, the destruction of the agriculture industry would be extensive, and that 
there will be no notable changes in bee losses. 
 
Neonicotinoid insecticides have been thoroughly assessed by Health Canada to ensure they can be used 
safely without harming bees. 
 
Sierra Club recklessly conspires to invalidate the work of Health Canada and its scientific assessment on 
the safety of those pest control products desperately-needed by the agriculture industry, the neonicotinoid 
insecticides. 
 
Sierra Club is wrong about neonicotinoid insecticides since the weight of the scientific evidence clearly 
shows that, overall, they cause no harm to bees. 
 
Sierra Club conspires to recklessly impose prohibition against neonicotinoid insecticides despite the fact 
that science and statistics do not support such an extreme measure. 
 
Sierra Club is maliciously destructive because it exists for one reason and one only  ...  and that is to make 
money. 
 
Sierra Club operates as a mere fund-raising, profit-seeking, and lobbying organization. 
 
Sierra is not a science, not a research, and not a health organization, and its only goal is to raise more 
money and to acquire more power as benefits of its acts of subversion. 
 
In fact, anti-pesticide-lunatics, like Bennett, who operate Sierra Club, know nothing about pest control 
products, and they compensate for their incompetence with lies and lies and lies and lies  ...  they never 
stop lying. 
 
Sierra-lunatics are the least credible and the least qualified to provide any advice concerning neonicotinoid 
insecticides, and therefore, cannot be trusted. 
 
Only Health Canada has the essential expertise concerning 
neonicotinoid insecticides, and certainly not anti-pesticide-
lunatics like Bennett. 
 
Health Canada will not take any action to remove these 
insecticides from the agriculture industry, but will be 
evaluating measures to mitigate risks to bees for corn and 
soybean production. 
 
Sierra-lunatics, like Bennett, have been actively waging an 
anti-pesticide propaganda campaign to needlessly confuse 
and alarm the public about neonicotinoid insecticides, which 
are, ironically, safe and effective, and cause no harm.   
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Sierra-lunatics use the European Union ( EU ) as an example for prohibition against neonicotinoid 
insecticides. 
 
In fact, the two-year European Union prohibition against neonicotinoid insecticides was falsely justified as a 
way to tackle bee losses. 
 
It is perhaps worth pointing out that France prohibited against neonicotinoid insecticides in the 1990s, and it 
has seen no marked reduction in bee losses. 
 
Moreover, the majority of European Union nations do not want anti-pesticide prohibition, and EU 
government officials are thinking twice before banning pesticides.   
 
European Union nations have been unable to reach agreement on proposals to arbitrarily prohibit the use 
of three neonicotinoid insecticides that have been somehow been linked to the loss of bees. 
 
Before the European Commission imposed an arbitrary two-year EU-wide moratorium ( a.k.a. anti-pesticide 
prohibition ), a majority of nations opposed the plan. 
 
European Union nations were unable to reach a qualified majority in order for prohibition to be adopted.   
 
The EU majority decision against prohibition is a clear recognition that there is no convincing argument to 
prohibit against neonicotinoid insecticides. 
 
In 2012, only an infinitesimally small number of bee losses were actually caused by neonicotinoid 
insecticides in Ontario and Quebec. 
 
For example, bee-keeper David Schuit, of Elmwood, Ontario, alleges to have lost bees, supposedly 
because of exposure to neonicotinoid insecticides. 
 
Despite unverifiable stories about these bee losses, Sierra Club will continue defending bee-keepers like 
Schuit, despite the fact that they appear to be unable or unwilling to get their major pest problems under 
control, such as Varroa mites, leading observers to conclude that some bee-keepers may not be competent 
to handle their businesses, and may be wholly unsuited to raise bees. 
 
Sierra Club also continues to perpetrate the myth that bee-keepers are suffering huge losses, when, in fact, 
a mere 0.5 to 1.0 per cent of all bee-keepers are reporting losses, and over 99 per cent of all bee-keepers 
are reporting no losses. 
 
The real causes of bee losses in recent years are Varroa mites, as well as Nosema fungal disease, and 
Sierra-lunatics are wasting everybody’s time by demonizing neonicotinoid insecticides. 
 
Sierra Club’s anti-pesticide propaganda campaign to needlessly confuse and alarm the public about 
neonicotinoid insecticides will definitely be hampered by the appointment of Mr. Ted Menzies as President 
and CEO of CropLife Canada. 
 
Sierra-lunatics are pooping in their pants !  
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Sierra-lunatics, like Bennett, express mock-outrage by confusing the public regarding ethics and rules 
related to lobbying. 
 
Supposedly, federal ethics and lobbying rules are somehow weak since they allow Mr. Menzies to become 
President and CEO of a federally-regulated organization that lobbies the federal government regularly. 
 
On this issue, every word written by Sierra-lunatics like Bennett is a lie and a deception and mere mock-
outrage, including « and » and « the ». 
 
This expression of mock-outrage about the lobbying industry allows Sierra to deflect attention from the fact 
that it is constantly illegally interfering in partisan politics, it is repeatedly in violation of taxation laws, and it 
is presently under investigation for charity fraud and conspiracy. 
 
Sierra, itself a federally-regulated organization, has raised serious questions about the revocation of its 
charity tax-exempt status. 
 

In order to deflect attention away from its illegal acts, Sierra controls bee-keeper trade associations as anti-
pesticide propaganda shields to do its dirty work, like Ontario Bee-Keepers Association. 
 
With this under-handed control of its shield organizations, Sierra continues to conspire with impunity in its 
efforts to recklessly prohibit against neonicotinoid insecticides used in the agriculture industry. 
 
This same strategy was used several years earlier, when the #@!!% Sierra-basterds conspired to destroy 
the professional lawn care industry. 
 
Because of Sierra’s illegal partisan political interference and fraudulent lies, businesses operating in the 
professional lawn care industry were extensively damaged and destroyed. 
 
Sierra mercilessly terrorized, baselessly smeared, falsely accused, grotesquely punished, innocently 
convicted, shamelessly persecuted, and wrongfully deprived the thousands of people dependent on these 
businesses. 
 
This catastrophic carnage of business failures represented a major success for #@!!% Sierra-basterds. 
 
This carnage easily showcased Sierra’s depraved indifference towards destroyed businesses, lost jobs and 
hardship for people, and weakened communities. 
 
Sierra-carnage was achieved by illegally interfering in partisan politics, again and again and again, and 
now, Sierra-carnage will continue against the agriculture industry and its use of neonicotinoid insecticides. 
 
And Sierra deflects attention from its acts of carnage and political interference by expressing mock-outrage 
that CropLife will possess some kind of unfair lobbying advantage with its appointment of Mr. Ted Menzies. 
 
However, the #@!!% Sierra-basterds themselves have continuously interfered in partisan politics as a result 
of their subversive lobbying activities. 
 
Sierra Club is feigning mock-outrage that Mr. Menzies’ appointment may open government doors for 
CropLife Canada, and may provide it with some insight on the internal workings of the federal government. 
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However, Sierra Club itself already benefits from excessive political influence and open government doors 
with Elizabeth May, who is currently a Green Party Member of Federal Parliament. 
 
From 1989 to 2006, when Elizabeth May was a young-cute-as-a-bunny-but-stupid-enviro-lunatic, she 
founded and operated the tax-exempt Sierra Club Canada. 
 
Sierra Club has bought its political influence with Green Party and with its lunatic-leader Elizabeth May. 
 
The public is expected to believe that John Bennett, the current Lunatic-Leader of Sierra Club, will lock 
himself in his office, and will not take calls from Elizabeth May, or will not check his e-mails from the Green 
Party. 
 
In fact, the public must become outraged about Green Party acting as the political shield for Sierra Club. 
 
And of course, the public can expect that Sierra Club will continue to operate as a principal architect in the 
incessant conspiracy to maliciously destroy the professional lawn care industry and the agriculture industry 
by imposing reckless prohibition based upon coercion, concocted stories, deceptions, fear-mongering, 
fraudulent lies, misconceptions, myths, paranoid conspiracies, terror, and threats. 
 
And let’s hope Mr. Ted Menzies continues to make the Sierra-lunatics poop in their pants ! 
 
Sierra-lunatics, like Bennett, are not credible sources of information upon which political decisions are 
made  ...  they lie and lie and lie. 
 
There is no recourse but official complaints as well as 
litigation against #@!!% Sierra-basterds. 
 
Sierra Club does not deserve any donations or 
support. 
 
Everybody must stop making donations to Sierra Club 
since this organization serves absolutely no useful 
purpose to society. 
 
Sierra does not deserve any government grants. 
 
Nor does Sierra deserve any tax-exempt status. 
 
Sierra does deserve to face the spotlight of scrutiny 
and the terror of the courts ! 
 
Demand a revocation Sierra’s registered charity tax-
exempt status ! 
 
Sue the #@!!% Sierra-basterds’ brains out ! 
 
Make the Sierra-lunatics really poop in their pants ! 


